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ABSTRACT

API misuses cause significant problem in software development. Existing methods detect API misuses against frequent API usage patterns mined from codebase. They make a naive assumption that API usage that deviates from the most-frequent API usage is a misuse. However, there is a big knowledge gap between API usage patterns and API usage caveats in terms of comprehensiveness, explainability and best practices. In this work, we propose a novel approach that detects API misuses directly against the API caveat knowledge, rather than API usage patterns. We develop open information extraction methods to construct a novel API-constraint knowledge graph from API reference documentation. This knowledge graph explicitly models two types of API-constraint relations (call-order and condition-checking) and enriches return and throw relations with return conditions and exception triggers. It empowers the detection of three types of frequent API misuses - missing calls, missing condition checking and missing exception handling, while existing detectors mostly focus on only missing calls. As a proof-of-concept, we apply our approach to Java SDK API Specification. Our evaluation confirms the high accuracy of the extracted API-constraint relations. Our knowledge-driven API misuse detector achieves 0.60 (68/113) precision and 0.28 (68/239) recall for detecting Java API misuses in the API misuse benchmark MuBench. This performance is significantly higher than that of existing pattern-based API misused detectors. A pilot user study with 12 developers shows that our knowledge-driven API misuse detection is very promising in helping developers avoid API misuses and debug the bugs caused by API misuses.

CCS CONCEPTS

- Software and its engineering → Software libraries and repositories.

1 INTRODUCTION

Software libraries provide reusable functionalities through Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). APIs often come with usage caveats, such as constraints on call order or value/state conditions. For example, when using the Iterator in Java, one should check that hasNext() returns true (i.e., the iteration has more elements) before calling next(), to avoid NoSuchElementException. Applications that fail to follow these caveats (i.e., misuse APIs) may suffer from bugs. [3, 9–11, 24, 37]. There are many pattern-based tools for detecting API misuses by static code analysis [2, 17, 18, 24–26, 30, 41–44]. All these methods mine API usage patterns from a codebase, and make a naive assumption that any deviations with respect to these patterns are potential misuse [4].

The systematic evaluation by Amann et al. [4] reveals that all pattern-based API-misuse detectors, no matter which form of API
patterns they adopt (call pairs/sequences [17, 44], program dependency graph [25, 29, 42], state machine [26]), suffer from low precision (0-11%) and recall (0-20%) in practice. Some approaches attempt to improve detection results by obtaining larger codebase through code search engine [41], adopting more informative usage representation [25, 38], or building more robust probabilistic models of deviation [26]. However, none of these improvements go beyond the naive assumption of pattern-based API-misuse detection. In this paper, we propose a knowledge-driven approach, which detects API misuse against a novel API-constraint knowledge graph, rather than against API usage patterns that may not reliably manifest API usage caveats (see Section 2 for the discussion on the knowledge gap between API usage patterns and API usage caveats). Existing static code linting tools like FindBugs [28], Pylint [40] cover only general programming anti-patterns (e.g., null reference, useless control flow) that may cause program errors, but not usage caveats of hundreds or thousands of specific APIs. Compilers report only compilation errors (e.g., unhandled exception) based on API declaration, but they are unaware of API usage constraints, such as proper call order, prerequisite state, or value range.

API documentation is an important knowledge source of API usage caveats [16, 20]. Although IDEs provide direct access to API documentation, API documentation, at least in their current semi-structured document form, are insufficient to directly solve the API misuse problem [1, 16, 27]. To improve the accessibility of API-caveat knowledge, Li et al. [16] used Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to construct an API-caveat knowledge graph from API documentation. This knowledge graph supports API-centric search of caveat sentences. The extracted natural language caveat sentences are useful for linking API caveats with erroneous code examples or explaining controversial API usage on Stack Overflow [32, 33]. However, caveat sentences cannot be directly used to detect API misuses in source code in their natural language form.

In this paper, we propose a API-constraint knowledge graph: the entities represent API elements and value literals, and the edges represent declaration relations and four types of constraints (call-order, condition-checking, return-condition, exception-trigger) between APIs (see Section 3.1). Different from existing API knowledge graphs [16, 19] that capture only declaration relations and simply link API-caveat sentences to an API as its attributes, we develop NLP techniques to transform API-caveat sentences into specific API constraint relations. For example, by analyzing the return description "true if the iteration has more elements" of Iterator.hasNext(), we infer a state-checking relation from next() to hasNext() with the expected state true, and the consequence NoSuchElementException of violating this expected state, as shown in Figure 2(b). Compared with existing methods that infer specifications from text [39, 48, 49], our approach infers more types of and more informative API constraints. Given a graph representation (e.g., Abstract Syntax Tree) of a program, we link the program elements with the API entities in our API-constraint knowledge graph. By analyzing the API constraints in the knowledge graph that the linked program elements violate, our approach reports API misuses and explain the detected misused by relevant API caveats (see Figure 6 for an example).

As a proof of concept, we apply our approach to Java SDK API Specification and construct a knowledge graph which contains 1,938 call-order relations and 74,207 condition-checking relations among 21,910 methods and 8,632 parameters, and 8,215 return-value conditions and 12,477 exception trigger clauses. Using the statistical sampling method [35], two developers independently annotate the accuracy of the extracted API-constrained relations. The annotation results confirm the high accuracy (>85%) of the extracted information with substantial to almost perfect agreement between the two annotators. For the 239 API misuses in the 54 Java projects in the MuBench [3], our API misuse detector achieves 60% in precision and 28% in recall. As a comparison, existing pattern-based detectors achieve about 0-11.4% in precision and 0-20.8% in recall according to the systematic evaluation of these detectors [4]. We conduct a pilot user study with 12 junior developers who are asked to find and fix the bugs in six API misuse scenarios derived from the MuBench. The developers, assisted by our API misuse warnings, find and fix bugs much faster and more correctly than those using standard IDE support. The developers rate highly (4 or 5 in 5-point likert scale) the relevance and usefulness of our API misuse warnings, not only for debugging API misuses but also for potentially avoiding them in the first place.

This paper makes the following contributions:

• We analyze the knowledge gap between API usage caveats and API usage patterns, and how a knowledge graph approach may bridge the gap.
• We construct the first API-constraint knowledge graph with four types of API constraint relations, and build the first knowledge-graph based API misuse detector.
• Our manual analysis confirms the high quality of the constructed knowledge graph, and our benchmark evaluation and user study demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of our knowledge-graph based API misuse detection.

2 MOTIVATION EXAMPLES

To overcome the limitations of pattern-based API misuse detection identified in [4], we analyze the knowledge gap between API usage caveats and API usage patterns. We focus on API usage caveats specifying call order and condition checking, as violations of these caveats represent the most frequent API misuses [4]. We illustrate the gap with typical examples and API usage patterns in the form of call sequences, but the observed knowledge gap is not restricted to these examples or specific forms of API patterns. We discuss how a API-constraint knowledge graph can bridge the gap (see Section 3 for knowledge graph schema and construction method).

2.1 Comprehensiveness

API patterns may cover only some API usage caveats, depending on API usage frequencies. Figure 1(a) shows a code example of Java Swing APIs which satisfies the call-order constraint “the add() method changes layout-related information ... the component hierarchy must be validated thereafter in order to reflect the changes”. If there are enough code snippets like the one in Figure 1(a) in a codebase, add()→validate() can be mined as an API pattern, which helps to detect calling add() without validate() as a misuse. Besides add(), there are many other layout-changing methods like remove()
which have the same call-order constraint. However, if the API call sequence `panel.remove(); panel.validate()` is not frequent enough in the codebase, `remove()`→`validate()` will not mined as a pattern, and consequently cannot detect missing `validate()` after `remove()`.

If we model API usage caveats themselves, rather than how frequent they manifest in a codebase, we can achieve more comprehensive coverage of API usage caveats. For example, by analyzing the call-order constraint of all layout-changing methods, we can construct a knowledge graph like Figure 1(b), which captures the `<call-order>[follow]` relations from the method `validate()` to all layout-changing methods (only `add()` and `remove()` is shown for the clarify). Based on this knowledge graph, even there is no prior use of `remove()` at all in the codebase, we can still detect calling `remove()` without `validate()` as a misuse.

### 2.2 Explainability

API patterns represent the outcomes of following API usage caveats in code, but often cannot distinguish why such outcomes emerge. Figure 2(a) shows a code example of Java Collection APIs: check that hasNext() returns true, then get the next element in the iteration and finally remove this element. Some patterns can be mined from such frequent use of collection APIs, such as `hasNext()→next(), next()→remove()`, or even `hasNext()→next()→remove()`. Superficially, they all look like call-order constraints. However, unlike `add()→validate()` discussed in Section 2.1, there are no constraints about calling `next()` (or `remove()`) after `hasNext()` (or `next()`).

The actual constraint results in the pattern `next()→remove()` is `next()` must precede `remove()`, otherwise `remove()` throws `IllegalStateException`. The actual constraint results in the pattern `hasNext()→next()` is that one should call `hasNext()` to check the state of the iteration before calling `next()`, because if the iteration has no elements, `next()` throws `NoSuchElementException`. API patterns cannot distinguish such fine details of API caveats. Graph-based patterns [25, 38] are more informative than call sequences, but it is not straightforward to infer all fine details of API caveats from code.

In contrast, we can analyze the natural language descriptions of API caveats to distinguish different types of API constraints and extract their fine details, as shown in the knowledge graph in Figure 2(b). Due to the clear semantics of the state-checking and call-order relations, we will not report calling (hasNext()) (or `next()`) without the following `next()` (or `remove()`) as a misuse. More important, we can provide specific explanation of detected API misuse, such as missing state checking versus missing preceding call, as well as the expected state and violation consequences.

### 2.3 Best Practices

API patterns fundamentally assume frequencies reflect the rationality of API usage, but this rationality may not correspond to the best practices of handling API caveats. Figure 3(a) shows a code example of Java String APIs: substring(indexOf()). This API chain call is frequent in code, but it lacks a sanity checking of the `indexOf()`’s return value, because `indexOf()` returns -1 if the char does not occur in the string, and `substring()` throws `IndexOutOfBoundsException` if its `indexOf()` argument is negative. As another example, Figure 4(a) shows a code example of Java IO APIs: enclose file open and read operations in a try-catch to handle `IOException`, which is also very common in code. However, this way of handling `IOException` does not consider the specific causes of the exception: “the file does not exist, or the file is a directory or an IO error occurs”.

By analyzing the description of return value conditions, parameter constraints, exception causes and API functionalities, we can model and reason about the complex constraint relations between APIs in the knowledge graphs in Figure 3(b) and Figure 4(b). For example, by examining the chain call `substring(indexOf())`
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against the relations [indexOf(), return, -1] and [beginIndex, <value-
checking>!*|=|, negative], we can identify a missing-value-checking,
its condition “the character does not occur” and its consequence
IndexOutOfBoundsException. By examining the code in Figure 4(a)
against specific parameter state-checking relations (e.g., [filename,
<state-checking>-true], File.exists()) and exception triggers, we can
identify missing file.exists() checking and missing file.isDirectory()
checking, and make specific fix suggestions (see Figure 6), as op-
posed to a generic unhandled exception error raised by the IDE.

3 OUR APPROACH

To support the knowledge-graph based API misuse detection pre-
presented in Section 2, we develop open information extraction meth-
ods to construct the API-constraint knowledge graph from API
reference documentation, e.g., Java SDK API Specification. Figure 5
shows the overall framework of our approach. Our API-constraint
knowledge graph significantly extends existing general API knowl-
edge graphs [16, 19] (referred to as API declaration graph (see Section 3.3) in this work) with four categories of fine-grained API
constraint relations derived from API caveat sentences (see Section
3.4). These API constraint relations correspond to the three
most-frequent API misuse categories in the API misuse benchmark
MuBench [4] (see Section 3.1). We develop a novel knowledge-
driven API misuse detector that checks the program for API misuses
against the API-constraint knowledge graph (see Section 3.5).

3.1 Knowledge Graph Schema

The knowledge graph entities include API elements (package, class,
exception, method, parameter and return-value) and value literals
(e.g., null, -1, true, or a range like negative or [0-9]). We distinguish
exception from class to facilitate exception handling analysis. An entity
has a name (null for return-value). A method or parameter entity has a functionality description, which is used to link method
or parameter to relevant API caveat description for deriving API-
constraint relations. A return-value entity has a return-value de-
scription. This work focuses on API-method constraints, so we do
not need descriptions for packages and classes. Packages and classes
are used as the declaration scope to limit the search space of API
constraint relation inference.

The relations of our knowledge graph include declaration rel-
ations and constraint relations. The declaration relations include:

an API element contains another API element (e.g., a class con-
tains a method), a method returns a value-literal, and a method
throws an exception. Different from the existing API knowledge
graphs [16, 19], we attach condition attribute to return relations,
for example the relation (String.indexOf(char), returns, -1) with

the condition “the character does not occur”. This helps identify
the situation where using the return value of one method as the
argument of the other method may cause program errors. For exam-

ple, substring(indexOf(ch)) in Figure 3(a) may have an unhandled
IndexOutOfBoundsException under this return-value condition
of indexOf(). Furthermore, we attach trigger attribute to throw
relations, which records the exception situation that cannot be
prevented by certain pre-condition checking, e.g., the relation [File-
edReader(String), throw, FileNotFoundException] with the trigger “the
named file for some other reason cannot be opened for reading”.
In contrast, the condition “the named file does not exist” can be
checked by File.exists() in order to avoid FileNotFoundException.

Besides constraint-enriched return/throw relations, our knowl-
edge graph includes two other constraint relations: call-order and
condition-checking which correspond to the top-2 most frequent API
misuses in the API misuse benchmark [4]: missing-call and missing-
condition-checking. A call-order relation can be either precede (e.g.,
calling Iterator.next() before calling Iterator.remove()) or follow (e.g.,
calling Container.remove() after calling Container.add()). It may
have an optional condition attribute for the preceding/following
method call, e.g., the condition “if the container has already been
displayed” for the relation [Container.validate(), <call-order>-[follow],
Container.add()]. Call-order is not transitive, and precede-follow are
not symmetric. A condition-checking relation can be either value
checking (e.g., [beginIndex, <value-checking>-:*|=|, negative] in Fig-
ure 3(b)) or state-checking (e.g., [filename, <state-check-ing>-true,
File.exists()] in Figure 3(b)). The value-checking records the expected
expression (e.g., :*|=|, <), and the state-checking records the expected
state (e.g., true indicating the named file exists). Both the call-order
and condition-checking relations may have a violation attribute
which records the consequence if the call-order or the expected
expression or state is not satisfied, for example, IllegalStateException
for [next], <call-order>-[precede], remove()], or FileNotFoundException
for [filename, <state-check-ing>-true, File.exists()].

3.2 API Documentation and Preprocessing

We construct API-constraint knowledge graph as defined above
from API reference documentation, such as Java SDK API Specifi-
cation. We crawl online API documentation using web crawling tool.
Following the treatment in [16, 19], we keep the semi-structured
API declarations and the API textual descriptions in the crawled
web pages for constructing a knowledge graph. We remove other
document contents, e.g., code snippets, program execution outputs
and images. <code> elements in natural language sentences are
kept. Following treatments in [16, 19], we use software-specific to-
enizer [5, 46] to tokenize API descriptions. This retains the integrity
of API tokens, e.g., an API mention Iterator.next() in text will be
kept as one token rather than five tokens - Iterator, ., next, (, and ).
After text tokenization, we use Stanford CoreNLP [21] to split texts.
A sentence from the return or throws section of a method usually
omit the subject and verb. We add “this method returns” and “this
method throws XXXException” to complete the sentence.

3.3 Constructing API Declaration Graph

First, we construct an API declaration graph from the semi-structured
API declarations in each API document. As our API declaration

graph is the same as the generic API knowledge graph in [16, 19], we adopt their tested web page parser to extract API elements, API names and descriptions, and declaration relations as required in our knowledge graph (see Section 3.1). In this work, we use the brief introduction sentences of each method in the method summary section as that method’s functionality description.

To detect the API misuses related to API chain calls (e.g., substring(indexOf())), we extend the original parser in [16, 19] to extract more fine-grained return relations. The return section of a method may have more than one sentence to explain different return values in different situations, for example, String.indexOf() returns "the index of the first occurrence of the character in the character sequence" or "-1 if the character does not occur". Based on the observation of the return section of 1,000 randomly sampled methods, we define a value gazetteer and a set of Part-Of-Speech (POS) tag patterns to recognize specific values (e.g., -1, true, false) or ranges (e.g., negative, [0, 9]) mentioned in the return-value sentences. If a return-value sentence contains a specific value or range, we link the return relation to a value-literal entity (may need to be created if it is not yet in the knowledge graph). Otherwise, we create a return-value entity with that sentence as its description and link the return relation to this return-value entity.

3.4 Deriving API Constraint Relations

Different from existing API knowledge graphs [16, 19] that capture only declaration relations, our API-constraint knowledge graph contains call-order and condition-checking relations between related APIs, and constraint-enriched return and throw relations. We use the API-caveat sentence patterns developed in [16] to extract two categories of API-caveat sentences: temporal and conditional. Different from [16] that simply links API-caveat sentences to API elements as textual attributes, we develop sentence parsing and API linking techniques to derive four types of API constraint relations from API caveat sentences.

3.4.1 Extracting API-Caveat Clauses. As this work focuses on API-method usage constraints, we limit the extraction to the main description of each method (excluding the functionality description sentence of the method entity) and the description in the method’s return and throws section. Each extracted caveat sentence is associated with its corresponding method or return/throw relation. We process the extracted caveat sentences into fine-grained API-caveat clauses by the following three steps, to facilitate the subsequent API linking and constraint relation inference.

Co-reference resolution. API elements are often mentioned by pronouns in API-caveat sentences, for example, “If the SecureRandomSpi() constructor is overridden in an implementation, it (refer to SecureRandomSpi()) will always be called whenever a SecureRandom is instantiated”. We use co-reference resolution technique (as implemented by Stanford CoreNLP [21]) to resolve the pronouns in a API-caveat sentence to the APIs that the pronouns represent in the paragraph from which the sentence is extracted. Furthermore, the API methods being explained are commonly referred to as “this method” in its description. For example, “This method is generally called ... if a fatal error has made the connection unusable” in the description of javax.sql.PooledConnection. Co-reference resolution tools cannot resolve this type of co-reference because the corresponding API does not appear in the surrounding texts. We use the declaration-based heuristic [16] to resolve such co-reference to the API method being explained.

Splitting sentences into clauses API-caveat sentences can be rather complex. For example, "FileReader(String fileName) throws FileNotFoundException if the named file does not exist, is a directory or for some other reason cannot be opened for reading”. This sentence has a result clause and a long if clause that has three condition clauses. To derive fine-grained API constraints, we use POS tagging and dependency tree analysis (as implemented by Stanford CoreNLP [21]) to parse the whole sentence into several fine-grained clauses. A conditional sentence is split into a result-clause and one or more condition clauses. We also try to identify subject, verb-phrase and object in each clause using semantic role labeling [15]. For example, we can extract Subject-Verb-Object in the result-clause as follows: FileReader(String fileName) [subject] throws [verb-phrase] FileNotFoundException [object]. Note that the missing subject (e.g., “the named file” for the 2nd and 3rd conditions) can be inferred by dependency tree analysis.

Similar clause clustering. One API caveat may be mentioned in different parts of a method in the same or similar way. For example, the main description of String.indexOf() has a conditional sentence “if no such character occurs in this string, then -1 is returned”, and the return section of indexOf() has another conditional sentence “indexOf() returns -1 if the character does not occur”. These two sentences correspond to the same caveat. Furthermore, a class may declare several overloading or similar-functionality methods which often have the same or partially overlapping caveat sentence. For example, both String.indexOf() and String.lastIndexOf() have the caveat “return -1 if the character does not occur”. The overloading methods substring(int beginIndex, int endIndex) and substring(int beginIndex) have the same caveat clause “the beginIndex is negative” but also other different clauses.

We cluster similar caveat clauses by the word-embedding based sentence similarity (see Section 3.4.2) which has been shown to be effective in matching software text [6, 13, 32, 33]. The clustering is done progressively, first within method, then within class, and finally within package. Clustering within-method considers all caveat clauses of a method (no matter their document section origin), but clustering within-class or within-package groups only the caveat clauses from the same type of document section. We select the centroid sentence in a cluster as the representative of the cluster. If the cluster has only two sentences, we select the shorter one. Clustering similar caveat clauses have two benefits. First, we can associate a caveat clause to a more specific API element/relationship. For example, we can know that the conditional clause from the main description of String.indexOf() is actually related to the return relation, because a very similar clause is in the return section of indexOf(). Second, we can significantly reduce the number of caveat clauses to be analyzed in the subsequent API linking step.

3.4.2 Linking Caveat Clauses to API Elements. Given a caveat description (a clause or its subject/object phrase) associated with a method or a throw relation, we infer methods or parameters whose functionality descriptions match the caveat description. For example, for the exception trigger clause “the named file does not exist”
on the relation \([\text{FileReader(String)}, \text{throw}, \text{FileNotFoundException}]\), the subject “the named file” matches the description “the name of the file to read from” of the \(\text{FileReader(String)}\)’s parameter filename, and the whole clause matches the functionality description of \(\text{Name}().\text{exists()}\) which states “tests whether the file or directory denoted by this abstract pathname exists”. Based on such matches, we link the caveat clause or its subject/object to methods or parameters that are referred to by the clause or its subject/object, or whose functionality can fulfill or check the clause or its subject/object.

We perform the matching progressively, first match parameters within method, then match methods within class, and finally match methods within package. The matching is done for the caveat clause, its subject phrase and object phrase respectively. The whole clause may match a method, and the subject or object phrase may match a parameter or a method. If a subject or object phrase contains annotated code element (e.g., in <code> or <ref>), we directly link the subject or object to the corresponding API element by name matching. Otherwise, we match a caveat description with the functionality description of API elements by text similarity. We select the API element whose functionality description has the highest similarity with the given caveat description within the current matching context. If this highest similarity is above the similarity threshold (0.8 in this work), a matching is found. If a matching is found within the current context, the matching stops.

Considering the sentence characteristics of caveat and functionality descriptions, we combine Jaccard coefficient and sentence-embedding similarity to match them. We denote a caveat description as \(cd\) and a functionality description as \(fd\). Before computing Jaccard coefficient, we convert each sentence into a bag of words \((BW_{cd} \text{ and } BW_{fd})\) using the standard text processing procedure (i.e., tokenization, stop word removal and lemmatization). Then, the Jaccard coefficient of \(cd\) and \(fd\) is: \(sim_{\text{jaccard}} = \frac{BW_{cd} \cap BW_{fd}}{BW_{cd} \cup BW_{fd}}\). To compute sentence-embedding, we learn domain-specific word embeddings with the corpus of API text descriptions from API reference documentation using the continuous skip-gram model [22]. We use domain-specific word embeddings because recent studies [5, 45] show that domain-specific word embeddings outperforms general word embeddings for software text matching. We set the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 -</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>vl</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[p,v-c,vl]</td>
<td>[beginIndex, =, negative] “the beginIndex argument is negative”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 -</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[p,v-c,e]</td>
<td>[index, =, String, length()] “the index argument is not less than the length of string”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 m</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[p,s-c,m]</td>
<td>[filename, true, File.exists()] “the named file does not exist”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 -</td>
<td>m1</td>
<td>m2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[m1,c-o,m2]</td>
<td>[setSystemId(String), precede, startDocument()] “setSystemId(String) must be called before the startDocument event”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 -</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>temporal</td>
<td>[m,c-o,mc]</td>
<td>[next(), precede, remove()] “if next() has not yet been called” in the remove()’s throws section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>conditional</td>
<td>[m,s-c,mc]</td>
<td>[undo(), true, canUndo()] “if canUndo() returns false” in undo()’s throws section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>temporal</td>
<td>[m,c-o,mc]</td>
<td>[validate(), follow, add()] “the container must be validated thereafter” in the main description of Container.add()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 m</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>conditional</td>
<td>[m,s-c,mc]</td>
<td>[next(), true, hasNext()] “if the iteration has no more element” in the next()’s throws section</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.3 Creating API Constraint Relations. Given a caveat clause, we analyze its API linking results and create a call-order or condition-checking relation according to the heuristic rules in Table 1. These heuristics rules are summarized based on the observation of randomly sampled 1,000 caveat clauses. For all other API linking results, for example, none of the clause, subject phrase or object phrase is linked to an API element (e.g., “an IO error occurs” associated with the relation \([\text{FileReader.read()}, \text{throw}, \text{IOException}]\), or only the subject phrase is linked to a parameter of the method (e.g., “the named file for some other reason cannot be opened for reading” associated with the relation \([\text{FileReader(String)}, \text{throw}, \text{FileNotFoundException}]\), the caveat clause remains intact with its originally associated method or throw relation. The first three rows in Table 1 cover the caveat clauses that describe the value or state validity of the parameters. Such caveat clauses are converted into value-checking or state-checking relations between a parameter and a value literal, between two parameters, or between a parameter and a method. The 4th row covers the caveat clauses that explicitly mention two methods and describe call-order constraints, e.g., “setSystemId(String) must be called before the startDocument event”.

It is common that a caveat clause mentions only one method in its subject (the 5th and 6th rows) or the whole clause corresponds to one method (the 7th and 8th rows). In such cases, the other method that is implicitly referenced is the method of concern (i.e., the method that this clause is associated with). For example, the caveat “if next() has not yet been called” for the Iterator.remove() method, or “the container must be validated thereafter in order to display the added component” for the Container.add() method. Therefore, we create a constraint relation between the explicitly mentioned method and the method of concern for the cases in rows 5/6/7/8. Depending on whether the caveat clause is a temporal
or conditional clause, we create either a call-order relation or a state-checking relation. Value literals are extracted by the value gazetteer and POS tag patterns we develop. Never-seen value literals will be added to the knowledge graph. We also develop POS tag patterns to extract frequently-used value-checking expressions and convert them into mathematical formula (e.g., $\geq$, $<$, $=$, $\notin$, $\in$ [:]) as the expected expressions of the value-checking relations. If the caveat clause is associated with a throw exception, we use the negation of the formula as the expected expression. If the clause does not have such frequently-used value-checking expressions, we use the verb-phrase of the clause as the expected expression.

For state-checking relation, if the linked method has some specific return value whose return-condition matches the caveat clause, we use this specific return value as the expected state, as true for hasNext() checking before calling next(). Otherwise, we use the verb-phrase of the clause as the expected state. For the call-order relation, if the temporal clause has some guard condition clause, e.g., “if the container has already been displayed” for calling validate(), we use this condition clause as the condition of the call-order relation. If the caveat clause is associated with a throw relation, the violation attribute of the created constraint relation references to the exception entity of the throw relation.

### 3.5 API Misuse Detection

We develop a knowledge-driven API misuse detector that examines the API usage in a program against the constructed API-constraint knowledge graph. In this work, the detector performs static code analysis on the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) of the program. For each API method used in the program (denoted as $\text{api}_p$), it first links $\text{api}_p$ to an API method in the knowledge graph (denoted as $\text{api}_{pkg}$) by matching their fully-qualified names. Then, it collects all call-order, condition-checking, and throw relations of $\text{api}_{pkg}$.

For the call-order relation, the detector examines if the required preceding or following method is called before or after calling $\text{api}_p$. For the condition-checking relation, the detector examines if the required value or state checking is performed before calling $\text{api}_p$. If the required checking is found in the program and the expected expression or state of the condition-checking relation involves specific values/states and mathematical formula, the detector further examines if the expected expression or state can be satisfied by the program. Let $\text{exp}_p$ and $\text{exp}_{pkg}$ be the formula of the corresponding condition checking in the program and in the knowledge graph respectively. The detector examines if $(\text{exp}_p \land \neg \text{exp}_{pkg}) \lor (\neg \text{exp}_p \land \text{exp}_{pkg})$ is satisfiable by a SAT solver [8]. If a violation of the required call-order or condition-checking is detected, the detector reports not only an API misuse, but also the consequence of API misuse, the relevant API to fix the misuse, and the original API caveat sentence as the explanation of the API misuse. If the compiler detects an unhandled exception $\text{ue}$ for $\text{api}_p$, our detector locates the specific throw relation for $\text{ue}$ in our knowledge graph and reports the associated exception trigger.

Empowered by the API-constraint knowledge graph, our API misuse detector can perform fine-grained analysis of API usage in the program. For example, for the code in Figure 6, the compiler reports an “Unhandled exception: FileNotFoundException” for new FileReader(file), and an “Unhandled exception: IOException” for

![Figure 6: Our API Misuse Detection Capability](image)

reader.readLine(). Reading API document may not clearly identify specific cause(s) for FileNotFoundException, because it can be caused by three conditions “the file does not exist”, “the file is a directory”, or “the file for some other reason cannot be opened for reading”. A developer often simply encloses the API calls by try-catch like the one in Figure 4(a). Actually, the code checks if(file.exists()) which satisfies the state-checking relation $[\text{file}, \text{true}, \text{File.exists}()]$. Therefore, our detector does not report any issue for the first condition. Our detector reports the missing of the second condition based on the state-checking relation $[\text{file}, \text{false}, \text{File.isDirectory}()]$, and recommends using File.isDirectory() to perform this missing checking. As the first two conditions are either handled or reported as missing, our detector reports the third condition as a specific cause for FileNotFoundException. Such detailed API misuse reports and suggestions can enable more robust API usage.

Our detector checks the issues related to API chain calls, such as substring(indexOf()) in Figure 3(a). It analyzes the definition-use information in the program to collect the APIs $\text{api}_d$ whose return values are used as the parameters $\text{param}$ of $\text{api}_d$. If $\text{api}_d$ returns specific values under certain conditions (e.g., $[\text{indexOf()}, \text{return}, -1]$ with the condition “the character does not occur”), the detector examines if this specific return value violates some value-checking relations of $\text{param}$. For example, the beginIndex parameter of substring(int) has a value-checking relation $[\text{beginIndex}, \text{negative}, \text{value-checking}][\neg, \text{negative}]$, which is violated by the return-1 of indexOf(). Therefore, our detector reports a missing-value-checking for substring(indexOf()), with the condition “the character does not occur” and the violation consequence IndexOutOfBoundsException.

### 4 TOOL IMPLEMENTATION

We construct a API-constraint knowledge graph for Java APIs. Using the web page parser developed Liu et al. [19], we extract 72,337 API elements (including 59,991 API methods, 11,334 parameters and 1,012 exception), and 64,400 API declaration relations (including 45,247 return relations and 18,999 throw relations). Using the API-caveat sentence patterns developed by Li et al. [16], we extract 97,462 conditional and temporal API-caveat sentences. From these API-caveat sentences, our approach creates 1,938 call-order relations, 74,207 condition checking relations, and enrich 8,215 return relations with return-value conditions and 12,477 throw relations with exception triggers. These API-constraint relations involve 21,910 methods, 8,632 parameters, and 8,215 return and 12,477 throw relations. We develop an IntelliJ IDE plugin which detects API misuses in Java programs based on the constructed API-constraint knowledge graph (see Figure 6).
5 QUALITY OF KNOWLEDGE GRAPH

We first want to evaluate the quality of the constructed knowledge graph. As we use tested tools [16, 19] to extract API elements and declaration relations from API documentation and to extract API-caveat sentences, we do not repeat the evaluation of these information extraction steps. We focus our evaluation on the four types of API constraint relations, which distinguish our API-constraint knowledge graph from existing general API knowledge graphs [16, 19].

5.1 Experiment Setup

As our knowledge graph contains large numbers of API constraint relations, we use a statistical sampling method [35] to examine MIN [35] randomly sampled instances of each type of constraint relation. MIN in this work which ensures the estimated accuracy is in 0.05 error margin at 95% confidence level. For conditioned return relations, we examine two checkpoints: the accuracy of value-literals and the accuracy of condition clauses. For throw relations, we examine two checkpoints: the accuracy of trigger clauses, and if the trigger clause should be converted into specific call-order or condition-checking relations, rather than remaining as an exception trigger. For call-order and condition-checking relations, we examine three checkpoints: if the corresponding API caveat clause should be modeled as a call-order or condition-checking relation, the accuracy of API linking, and the accuracy of relevant attributes (expected expression, expected state, condition, violation). The two developers (who are not involved in this study and have more than 3 years Java development experience) independently perform the examination and all decisions are binary. We compute Cohen’s Kappa [14] to evaluate the inter-rater agreement. For the data instances that the two annotators disagree, they have to discuss and come to a consensus. Based on the consensus annotations, we evaluate the quality of the created API constraint relations.

5.2 Results

Table 2 shows the examination results. See Section 5.1 for the explanation of checkpoints. The columns Acc1 and Acc2 show the accuracy by the two annotators independently. The column AccF is the final accuracy after resolving the disagreements. The column Kap. is the Kappa inter-rater agreement. The accuracies of all types of extracted information are above 85% The Cohen’s Kappa are all above 0.60, which indicates substantial to almost-perfect agreement between the two annotators.

The trigger clauses on throw relation have 100% accuracy, which is unsurprising because these exception triggers extracted from the throws section of a method. Exception clauses describe the exception-handling knowledge in natural language sentences. In our work, we want to covert as many exception clauses as possible to call-order or condition-checking relations, because call-order and condition-checking relations represent exception-handling knowledge in a more fine-grained, structured way and supports more fine-grained API usage analysis. However, the should-not-be-trigger row shows that 15% of the examined exception triggers should be converted into call-order or condition-checking relations, but not. The primary reason is that our approach fails to link the clause or its subject/object phrases to relevant API elements. For example, the trigger clause “if the calling thread does not have permission to create a new class loader,” for the relation [checkCreateClassLoader(), throw, SecurityException] should be model as a state-checking relation [checkCreateClassLoader(), true, checkPermission(Promise)]. However, as the functionality description of checkPermission(Promise) is not similar to this trigger clause, our method fails to make the link.

Although our method may miss some API links, the API links it makes are very accurate (95.3% for call-order and 94.3% for condition-checking). Many API elements that are mentioned in the caveat clauses are within method or class, and these elements are easy to match within local context. For those API elements outside the class, they are usually annotated by the API hyperlink, from which API elements can be directly inferred. Our method also achieves high accuracy (>98%) for extracting value-literals, return-condition clauses and attributes of call-order and condition-checking relations. This is because these types of information are extracted by the gazetteer and sentence patterns we carefully define.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Checkpoint</th>
<th>Acc1 (%)</th>
<th>Acc2 (%)</th>
<th>AccF (%)</th>
<th>Kap.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Throw relations</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call-order relations</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condition-checking</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our API-constraint knowledge graph contains highly accurate API-constraint relations, which can support practical use. The extraction of call-order and condition-checking relations can be further enhanced by more robust API linking methods.

6 EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of our knowledge-driven API misuse detection using the API misuse benchmark MuBench [3].

6.1 Experiment Setup

MuBench has been actively maintained. The latest version of MuBench contains 269 instances of intra-method API misuses in 69 software projects. For each API misuse, MuBench identifies API(s) involved, provides a brief description of the misuse, and reference to the source code that contains the misuse. As our current knowledge graph supports only Java SDK APIs, we use Java SDK API misuses in the 54 Java projects. We download the project source code and make it compilable. We collected in total 239 instances of API misuses in these 54 projects, including 114 missing call, 107 missing condition checking and 18 missing exception handling. These API misuses involve 30 API methods, and violates 104 API usage caveats described in Java SDK API documentation.

We apply our API misuse detector to the methods that contain the API misuses, and examine how many of the 239 API misuses can be detected by our detector. We also examine if the explanation that our tool provides for the detected misuse matches the misuse description in the benchmark. As determining the precision of the detected API misuses requires in-depth project-specific knowledge, we only make an estimation of the lower bound of the detection precision. That is, we assume that only API misuses that match the ground-truth misuses are correct, but all others are incorrect.

6.2 Results

Our detector reports 113 API misuses, including 66 missing call, 42 missing condition checking and 5 missing exception handling. Among these 113 API misuses, 68 are confirmed by the MuBench, including 37 missing call, 29 missing condition checking and 2 missing exception handling. The caveat descriptions of these 68
confirmed API misuses are consistent with the corresponding API misuse descriptions in the MuBench. Our detection precision is 60.18% overall, 56% for missing call, 69% for missing condition checking and 40% for missing exception handling. Note that these precision are lower bound estimations, as we assume that all non-confirmed 45 (113–68) API misuses are incorrect. According to our observation, some non-confirmed API misuses reported by our detector, for example some missing value or state checkings, could be API misuses. MuBench does not consider them, because they do not yet cause any bugs in the program. But adding these condition checkings could make the program more robust.

The lower bound precision of our detector is still much higher than the precisions achieved by the best pattern-based API misuse detector, which is only 11% according to the evaluation of all popular pattern-based detectors [4]. Such low precision is the primary barrier for adopting these detectors in practice. According to [4], there are two correlated reasons for such low precisions. First, the API usage patterns mined by these detectors cover only the most frequent usage, but they miss many uncommon and alternative usage. Second, these detectors make a naive assumption that a deviation from the mined patterns correspond to a misuse. In Section 2, we illustrated these two reasons with four examples. Readers are referred to [4] for the detailed analysis of these two reasons. In contrast, our detection is based on the API caveat knowledge extracted from API reference documentation, which has nothing to do with whether an API is used and how frequent it is used in code.

The recall of our detection is 28.45% (68/239), which is on-par with the conceptual recall upper bound that all existing pattern-based API misuse detector could achieve (by feeding them sufficiently examples of correct usage corresponding to the misuses in question) [4]. The actual recalls of pattern-based API misuse detectors are much lower (0-20%). Our detector does not need to learn from code examples, but it is limited by the knowledge coverage of the underlying knowledge graph. In fact, this is the primary reason for the API misuses that our detector fails to detect, accounting for 86.5% (148/171) misses. Our knowledge graph currently covers four types of API-constraint relations, but there are other types of API usage knowledge, for example, multiplicity (e.g., Iterator.remove()) can only be called once after Iterator.next()), API equivalence (e.g., isEmpty(), size()==0 and hasNext() for collection APIs), no-effect API calls (e.g., the call to some API is ignored under certain condition), or class-level usage (e.g., The CharSetEncoder class should be used when more control over the encoding process is required). We leave the extension of our knowledge graph to accommodate these types of API usage knowledge as future work. The rest of missed API misuses (13.45%) are due to the limitation of our current programming analysis and detection heuristics, as these API misuses demand advanced pointer analysis, data flow analysis or expression evaluation.

We recruit 12 master students from our school. None of these students are involved in our work. These students have basic knowledge of Java SDK APIs, but do not use Java in their daily work. As our API misuse scenarios do not involve advanced Java APIs, we believe these students are qualified for our study. Furthermore, they also simulate the target audience that our tool aims to assist, i.e., developers who may lack relevant knowledge in finding and fix API misuses. Based on a pre-study survey of these students’ Java programming experience, we randomly allocate them into two
equivalent groups: the control group (G-1) uses the standard IntelliJ IDE to complete the tasks, while the experimental group (G-2) uses the IntelliJ IDE with our API misuse detection plugin.

The participants are given 10 minutes for each task. Each task includes a buggy method and describes the expected program output. The participants can use any IDE features like accessing API documentation and debugging. They can also search the Internet and read any information they find useful for the task. If the participants believe they fix the API misuse in the task method, they submit the fixed code which signals the task completion. The participants fill in a short survey for each task. The survey asks the participants to rate: the error proneness of the API misuses if developers were given our API misuse warnings (or standard IDE warnings if any), the relevance of our detected API misuses (or standard IDE warnings if any) to the task method, and the usefulness of our API misuse warnings (or standard IDE warnings if any) for fixing the misuse. All ratings are 5-point liked scale (1 being least and 5 being most). After the experiment, we collect the task completion time and examine if the submitted code actually fixes the API misuses.

### 7.2 Results

Our tool can report more than one API misuse warnings during the completion of the each tasks. However, by examining the description of API misuse warnings (see the examples in Figure 6), participants can quickly filter out warning irrelevant to the bug. So their task completion does not seem to be interfered with by multiple API misuse warnings. Furthermore, the irrelevance to the bug does not necessarily mean the API misuse warnings are false-positive warnings. As discussed in Section 6.2, some warnings, if adopted, could improve the overall robustness of the code. That is why such “irrelevant” API misuses does not lower the ratings of warning relevance and usefulness.

Table 4 shows our study results with five metrics: answer correctness, task completion time, error proneness, warning relevance, and warning usefulness. We average the metrics for the control and experimental group respectively. The three missing-condition-checking tasks Task-1/2/3, both groups achieve 1.0 answer correctness. That is, all the participants successfully find and fix the bugs in these three tasks. This is because missing condition checkings are relatively easy to spot, when analyzing the unexpected program outputs. In Task-1/2/3, the standard IntelliJ IDE does not provide any warnings for the buggy methods. In fact, IntelliJ provide very little support for the concerned API misuses in all tasks except Task-3. That is why the control group generally give the least rating (1) to warning relevance and usefulness. In contrast, the experimental group highly rate (mostly 4 or 5) the relevance and usefulness of our API misuse warnings. With the guidance of our API misuse warnings, the experimental group find and fix the bugs in Task-1/2/3 in a much shorter time than the control group. Furthermore, the experimental group rate the bugs in Task-1/2/3 less error prone if developers were given our API misuse warnings, compared with the error-prone ratings by the control group. While the participants modify the code in Task-3, IntelliJ reports an unhandled FileNot foundException and suggest to use try-catch to fix the problem. Therefore, Task-3 obtains the best warning relevance and usefulness scores among the six tasks for the control group. Task-4 has the largest difference in answer correctness between the two groups. Only two participants in the control group find and fix the bug in Task-4 in the given 10 minutes time slot. Even these two participants spend about 8 minutes to complete the task. In contrast, all six participants in the experimental group successfully complete the task, with the average completion time 4 minutes. Task-4 is a erroneous call order problem (validate() should be called after add()). It is much harder to find the root cause of this call-order problem than missing condition-checking. Task-5 and Task-6 are missing-call problems. The difference of the answer correctness between the two groups are in between that of the easy Task-1/2/3 and the difficult Task-4. The experimental group still complete the Task-5/6 in shorter time than the control group, and rate the error proneness lower and the warning relevance/usefulness higher.

| Metric                | T-1 | T-2 | T-3 | T-4 | T-5 | T-6 | Avg.
|-----------------------|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----|-----
| Accuracy              |     |     |     |     |     |     |     
| G1                    | 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 0.33| 0.67| 0.50| 0.75 
| G2                    | 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 0.85| 0.85| 0.83| 0.94 
| Imp.                 | 0.00%| 0.00%| 0.00%| 203%| 24%| 66%| 49% 
| Time (min)            |     |     |     |     |     |     |     
| G1                    | 2.92| 2.55| 2.98| 3.93| 4.37| 7.50| 5.29 
| G2                    | 1.58| 1.92| 2.83| 3.58| 2.33| 4.17| 2.74 
| Imp.                 | -46%| -24%| -44%| -62%| -47%| -44%| -43% 
| Error Proneness       |     |     |     |     |     |     |     
| G1                    | 2.00| 2.50| 4.17| 4.17| 3.33| 4.37| 3.39 
| G2                    | 1.67| 2.17| 3.17| 3.50| 2.33| 3.33| 2.70 
| Imp.                 | -15%| -13%| -24%| -16%| -30%| -20%| -20% 
| Warning Relevance     |     |     |     |     |     |     |     
| G1                    | 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 1.47 
| G2                    | 4.33| 4.33| 4.33| 4.17| 4.17| 4.00| 4.06 
| Imp.                 | 333%| 333%| 333%| 317%| 317%| 300%| 333% 
| Warning Usefulness    |     |     |     |     |     |     |     
| G1                    | 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 1.00| 1.42 
| G2                    | 4.00| 4.17| 4.50| 4.33| 4.33| 3.67| 4.17 
| Imp.                 | 300%| 317%| 50%| 333%| 333%| 144%| 194% 

8 THREATS TO VALIDITY

As our approach extracts API caveat knowledge from API documentation, the quality of API documentation affects the effectiveness of our approach. Our approach is inspired by the studies [16, 19, 36] showing that high-quality documentation exist, especially for major SDKs, and they are an important source of information referenced for resolving API misuses [16, 32, 33].

Our approach has been tested on Java SDK 13. Other SDKs may describe the API knowledge in different document structures and sentence variants. Our experiments identify other types of API usage knowledge that should also be covered. As the schema of our API-constraint knowledge graph and our open information extraction pipeline are generic, we can adapt, extend and test our knowledge graph on other libraries and other types of API usage knowledge. We can also extend our knowledge graph to model API caveats from multiple versions of a SDK, which may support novel evolution analysis of API caveats/misuses.

Our pilot user study demonstrates that our knowledge-driven API misuse detection is promising in assist developers in avoiding potential API misuses and debugging bugs caused by API misuses.

\[\text{Our pilot user study demonstrates that our knowledge-driven API misuse detection is promising in assist developers in avoiding potential API misuses and debugging bugs caused by API misuses.}\]
the detection recall. Our user study demonstrates the promising usefulness of our knowledge-driven API misuse detection. However, the scale of user study is small and in a control setting. In future, we would also like to use existing projects to evaluate our tool. additionally, we will work with industry partners to test the practicality of our approach and tool in real-world software development context, especially the usefulness of “non-bug” related API misuse warnings, regarded as false positives in this work.

9 RELATED WORK

API misuses are inevitable not only in source code [3, 31] but also in programming discussion forums [1, 7, 32, 33]. To reduce the risk of API misuses, many pattern-based API misuse detectors have been proposed [23, 25, 43, 44]. According to the systematic evaluation of the 12 detectors [4], most of them focus on detecting missing calls. Only four [2, 25, 30, 41] can detect missing condition checking or missing exception handling under special conditions. In contrast, our knowledge graph based detector can detect all three types of API misuses. Furthermore, Amann et al. [4] show that existing detectors achieve very low precision and recall. A recent detector MUDETECT [38] mines API usage graphs from cross-project code examples, which improves significantly the performance of pattern-based API misuse detectors. But its performance is still lower than our knowledge-graph based detection, except for the recall achieved by mining cross-project code examples. The recall of our approach can be improved by adding more types of API constraints in the knowledge graph. Readers are referred to Section 2 for the gap analysis of pattern-based and our knowledge-based methods.

Knowledge graph has emerged as a novel way of representing and reasoning software engineering knowledge [12, 47]. Two general API knowledge graphs [16, 19] have been constructed from API reference documentation and one task-oriented knowledge graph [36] has been constructed from programming tutorials. These knowledge graphs support entity-centric search of API caveats and programming tasks. Ren et al. [32, 33] use the extracted API-caveat sentences to distill erroneous code examples or explain controversial API usage on Stack Overflow. All these existing works treat API caveats as natural language sentences. In contrast, we develop sentence parsing and API linking techniques to infer fine-grained API-constraint relations from API-caveat sentences.

Robillard et al. [34] provides a survey on API property inference techniques, including Doc2Spec [48] which infers rules from text. Doc2Spec [48] and a similar work iComment [39] focus on call-order rules, while our approach infers not only call order but also condition checking, return condition and exception trigger. A recent work by Zhou et al. [49] infer simple parameter value and type restrictions from method comments. Our method infers much more sophisticated parameter and exception constraints from API caveat sentences (see Figure 3(b) and Figure 4(b)). Finally, different from the tools FindBugs [28], Pylint [40] that detect general programming anti-patterns, our tool detects misuses of specific APIs.

10 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents the first knowledge-graph based API misuse detection method. Unlike existing pattern-based API misuse detectors, our method does not infer API misuses against API patterns in code. Instead, it detects API misuses against four types of API-constraint relations in a novel knowledge graph, derived from API reference documentation using NLP techniques. This knowledge graph advances the start-of-the-art in API misuse detection, and outperform existing pattern-based detectors by a large margin in precision and recall. The usefulness of our knowledge-graph based API misuse detection has also been demonstrated. In the future, we will enrich our knowledge graph with more types of API usage knowledge, support the chain effect analysis of API caveats, and support advanced program analysis to boost its recall. We will also evaluate the ability of our approach to battle the issues of API misuses, from prevention to detection to fixing.
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